Be-Ge 814XL

Be-Ge 814XL, a quality chair that can be used in
many different areas. The design is done in consideration that the chair is to be used at long and
demanding hours of sitting. This chair is very
suitable for persons that require larger seat cushion

The chairs illustrated are fitted with extra items

and high backrest.

Tekniska data
Sverigestolen Be-Ge 814XL reliability and stability makes

time you move in the chair. This makes that the seat cushion

this chair equal to Be-Ge 814, “classic”, fits in both office as

does not feel warm when you have been sitting for a while.

well as industry environment but with the difference that the

The accessories for this chair are armrest and headrest. For

seat cushion and backrest is larger. A gentle and easygoing

other accessories, please check in Be-Ge’s collection. We

kneemechanism/balansmechanism with infinite lock ability

have chosen hardwearing and durable upholstery in both

gives a freedom to an optional sitting position. The functions

fabrics and leather, in different colours that will suit every

in this chair, does that you can vary often without changing

environment. You can chose in our collection of upholstery

chair. The seat cushion is designed with unique ventilation

or do your own choice – the most important is that you will

capabilities and is perforated to make the air change every

have a chair that is perfect for you in both design and function.

Adjustable headrest (accessory)
Backrest can be adjusted
in 6 different positions
for the best comfort
Armrest adjustable both in height and
width with an easy touch (accessory)

Seat cushion can be adjusted
50 mm forwards/backwards

Control to adjust the
seat height

Control to adjust the
infinite locking of the
rock mechanism

A Knee mechanism 490 – 620
Balance mechanism 460 - 589
B 480
C Knee mechanism 1°
Balance mechanism 7°
D Knee mechanism 16°
Balance mechanism 18°
E 465 - 515 (5 positions)

F 450 - 535
G 190 - 250 (7 positions)
H 640
I 4°- 25° (6 positions)
J 150 - 280
K 640
Weight 21 kg

All measurements are in mm if not other stated.
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Knob for tension adjustment
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Control for tilting the chair 7°
forward from horizontal position,
only applicable with balance
mechanism

